Easy Guide for Sancho
This is an Easy Guide for you who use or distribute Sancho and wishes to get a
summary and further ideas and useful hints in how to make the most of this magical
herbal Adjure from the Himalayan Mountain people!
Sancho is an herbal remedy made up of 7 different herbs as according to tradition and has
been used by these Mountain people for centuries. Sancho means”Feel better” in Nepalese
and is a folk medicine a remedy that locally has been used for a variety of reasons when
needed to boost one’s well-being. One of the reasons for Sancho’s potencies and its power
comes from the special and rich soil at the slopes of the Himalayas from where the herbs
grows and gets the nutrition and minerals.
If you wish to read more about the 7 herbs that makes up Sancho, get to:
http://www.lifeport.se/Content.aspx
Also go to our web site: www.lifeport.se
Further on you will read the description in how to use Sancho. If you know about any
other benefits of Sancho, please let us know and we will add it to our list.
Recommended usages – internal use:
Adults: 5-6 drops 3 times daily at first sign of ill health.
Children of 8 years of age: 2-3 drops 3 times daily at first sign of ill health.
Sancho should be drunk and added to a cup of hot water. You should be able to drink the
water before adding the drops. One bottle will last for 70-80 treatments.
For external use: Massage on to affected area 2-3 times a day until better.
Contact Information:
For Product Information and questions about Sancho E-mail: lifeport@telia.com
Or order@sdist.se
Order via the Internet: www.lifeport.se
Customer Support and questions about your order: E-mail order@sdist.se
Telephone – Customer Support: 0290-76 76 80
Adress: Lifeport, Erikslustvägen 36 G, 217 73 Malmö, Sweden

When and how to use Sancho?
Prevention:
Travels: If you are going for a trip, especially at a long flight, it could be wise to bring your
Sancho along and to have a cup when the coffee and tea are being served. The air aboard an
airplane could contain lots of different germs!
Stress: It could be beneficiary to support your body’s immune system at a period of stress as
to prevent further ill health like attracting colds!
Colleagues with colds: Colleagues/friends with colds are always a threat … When colds are
around – drink Sancho and share it with the sick colleagues who should have nursed their
colds back home!
If you start feeling unwell: Start drinking Sancho immediately and you will increase your
chances of knitting it in the bud and avoid calling in sick.
If you already feel ill:
Colds and flu: Add 5-6 drops in a cup of hot water, 3 times daily. The water shouldn’t be
hotter than possible for you to drink before adding the drops. Drinking Sancho helps your
immune system to fight infections. To aid your breathing and to ease congestion, rub a few
drops on to your little finger and put this up each nostril. You can also rub Sancho on to your
collar bone and throat to make breathing easier. To loosen phloem that develops during a
cold, drink Sancho as described.
It is never too late to use Sancho – if you haven’t got Sancho available at the first sign of a
cold, use it as quick as possible as experience has shown that the time then suffered will be
halved!
Blocked and congested nose: When suffering from colds, allergies or blocked nose, rub a
drop of Sancho on your little finger and put this up each nostril to aid breathing and reduce
swelling.
Sinuses: Put your little finger containing Sancho up each nostril to aid breathing and reduce
swelling in the nose and sinuses.
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Headache: Rub Sancho behind the ears, on your temples and forehead. You may also rub
some on the top of your neck just below the hairline and put some on to your little finger and
put this up each nostril if the headache is really bad.
Hangover: Add 5-6 drops in a cup of hot water and drink. Repeat 1-3 times.
Insect bites: Massage a drop directly on to the “bite” and this will stop the itching.
Sore and stiff muscles: Massage Sancho on to affected area. If having a massage – hand over
your Sancho to the person giving it and let him or her use a few drops as a pre treatment
before adding the usual massage oil to your skin. This will feel wonderful!
Sore and tired feet: If you are constantly on your feet it’s very common to feel aces and pain.
Help your feet to recover with first washing and then rub them with Sancho as you would
with a lotion. It feels very invigorating and your feet will love you for it!
Sprain ankles and joints: Apply Sancho on bandages straight away!
Tennis elbow, muscular exertion/inflammation: Apply Sancho - this stimulates the blood
flow which will help your muscle to recover.
Bad breath: Spread a few drops around the inside of the mouth and tongue. If preferred,
gargle with a few drops added to water.
Upset stomach: In a cup, Add and drink 5-6 drops with hot water.
Tiredness and lack of energy: When overworked, suffering from lack of sleep, after too
many late nights or having your sleep interrupted by the tiny patter of feet, just add 5-6 drops
of Sancho to a cup of hot water for breakfast and you will soon feel your energy returning.
And why not swap one of the normal cups for a cup of Sancho during the day!
Allergies: If your allergy causes a blocked nose, use Sancho on your little finger and put this
up your nostrils to clear the blockage and reduce swelling. This might help you to not rely as
much on your prescription medicine.
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Period pain: We have received several reports from women that use Sancho as a help
for period pains with massaging Sancho on to the skin at the area around of the ovaries.
Minor skin rashes/skin irritations: Apply Sancho on to affected area. Repeat for a
while and hopefully you will soon see a change for the better. As we have been told -a lot
of people have.
Problems with spots/acne: Apply Sancho over affected area and watch your spots
disappear!
Further usage:
Snoring: Put a drop of Sancho on to your little finger and push this up each nostril
before bedtime. You will be able to breathe easily through your nose and that will help
with your snoring give you a better night's sleep.
Concentration and meditation: Put a drop of Sancho on your little finger and push this
up each nostril before or during your activity to regain your focus and concentration.
This also helps during studying and driving when you need to stay awake and alert.
Refreshing/distressing bath: Put a generously amount of Sancho in to your bathwater
and enjoy! Try with a different amount until you find how many drops that will be right
for you.
Sauna: Put a few drops on to the heating source or in the water that goes on to the
heating aggregate.
For altitude sickness: Put 5-6 drops in a cup of hot water and drink when necessary. If
you are prone to vertigo, make sure that you drink Sancho before the headache starts!
To reduce sugar cravings: Put a few drops of Sancho at the back of the tongue.
Protection against insects bites: Use Sancho as you would with your normal insects
repellent. We even have reports from pet owners who used Sancho on their horses and
other pets during the summertime to keep the insects away.
Sensitive against nose sprays? Try using Sancho instead - you will be pleasantly
surprised.
If your over all health is good you should be careful with drinking Sancho before
bedtime as it might interfere with your sleep. This only affects some but you
might want to try it one evening with no important engagements for the next
morning.
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Please note:
Sancho is a supplement and as such should not be used as an alternative to a healthy
diet. Do not exceed the daily stated dose.
Sancho should not be used if you are pregnant or breastfeeding.
Not to be used by children under the age of 8.
Keep at room temperature in dry a place and out of reach for children.
Avoid getting Sancho in your eyes - it will sting!
Did you know with buying Sancho you also help with the charity for Nepal?
For each packet sold 5Skr will go straight to this cause. The money will be used for
schools and health care for children in need and this will help and support whole families.
If you would like to know more:

Information and contacts:
Product Information: For questions about Sancho E-mail: gabor.kovacs@telia.com
Or order@sdist.se
Order via the Internet: www.lifeport.se
Customer Support: For questions about your order: E-mail order@sdist.se
Telephone – Customer Support: 0290-76 76 80
Address: Lifeport, Erikslustvägen 36 G, 217 73 Malmö, Sweden

Thank you for taking part of this!
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